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Declaration of Interests 1M12 Joint Undertaking Governing
Board Members
Name: Irene Norstedt

Professional Address: European Commission, DG R&l, CDMA 021167, B-1049
Brussels

Phone:

E-mail: lrene.Norstedt@ec.europa.eu

Position:

[]Chairperson or Deputy Chairperson of the Governing Board

Representative/lead delegate/alternate of the Commission

[1 Representative/lead delegate/alternate of [...]
[1 Representative/lead delegate/ alternate of [...]
[jOther (please specify)

do hereby declare on my honour that, to the best of my knowledge, the only direct or
indirect interests I have in the pharmaceutical sector [are][is] those listed below:

1. Past activities:

Posts held over the last 7 years in foundations or similar bodies, educational institutions,
companies or other organisations (the nature of the post and the name of those bodies
should also be indicated); other membership/affiliation or professional activities held over
the last 3 years including services, liberal professions, consulting activities, and relevant
public statements.

2. Current activities:

Posts held in foundations or similar bodies, educational institutions, companies or other
organisations (the nature of the post and the name of those bodies should also be
indicated); other membership/affiliations or professional activities, including services, liberal
profession, consulting activities, and relevant public statements.

3. Current Financial Interests:

Any direct financial interests, (managerial stakes in companies, including ownerships of
patents or any other relevant intellectual property rights), or assets (shares and/or securities
held in companies) or grants or other funding which might create a conflict of interests in
the performance of their duties, with an indication of their number and value, as well as the
name the company/provider of the grant/funding.

o Interest Declare / [1ntetC]
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4. A ther relevant interests:

[No Intere

5. amily Member Interest:

Spouses/partner’s/dependent family members’ current activity and financial interests that
might entail a of conflict of interest.

o Int rest Declare [Interest...]

I confirm the information declared on this form is accurate to the best of my knowledge and
I consent to my information being stored electronically by the 1M12 Joint Undertaking.

Done at Brussels, 6th December 2019

Name and Signature
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